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English version

Railway applications - Ride comfort for passengers -
Measurement and evaluation

Applicatons fenoviaires - Confoil de marche des
voyageurs - Mesurage el 6valuaton

Bahnanwendungen - Fahrkomfort fiir Fahrg6ste - Messung
und Auswsrtung

Thls European Prestandard (ENV) was approved by CEN on 29 August 1997 as a prosp€stive standard tor provislonal appllcalion.

The perlod of validity of thls ENV ls limited Inltally to three years. After two years the memb€rs of CEN will be requested to submlt lhelr
comments, partculady on the queslion whetherlhe ENV can be conveded into a European Standard.

CEN members are requlred to announce lhe eldstence of ihls ENV ln the same way as lor an EN and lo make the ENV avallable promptly
al national level ln an approprlate lorm. lt ls permisslble to keep confllcting natonal slandards in force (in parallel to the ENV) untl the final
declslon about lhe posslble conversion ol thE ENV lnto an EN ls reached.

CEN members are the natonal standards bodies of Austia, Belglum, Czech Republic, Denmaft, Finland, France, Germany, GreecE,
lceland, lreland, llaly, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Noruay, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzedand and Unlled Kingdom.

9
EI]ROPEAN COMMITTEE F()R STANDARDZATION
courrE nunopE,eN DE NoRMALISATIoN
EURoPAISCHES KoMITEE FUR NORMUNG

Ccntral Seerotarlat rue de Stassart,36 8.1050 Brussalg

@ 1999 CEN All dghts of exploitadon In anyform and by any means rsserved Ref. No. ENV 12299:1999 E
worldwlde for CEN national Members.
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Foreword

This European Prestandard has been prepared by Technical Gommittee CEI\UTC 256 'Railway applications", the
secretariat of which is held by DlN.

According to the CEN/CENELEC Intemal Regulations, the national standards organizations of the following
countries are bound to announce this European Prestandard: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greec€, lceland, lreland, ltaly, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Nonray, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
SwiEerland and the United Kingdom.

This ENV takes into account the documenls listed below for lhe following:

UIC 513 Evaluation of Mean Comlort indices and deftnition of ftlters

ISO 2631 Definitions

BRR TR DOS 018 5/86 Comfort on Curve Transitions
Comfod on Discrete Events

UIC 518 Selected testing procedures and track characleristics

List of normative clauses and annexes Clauses '1, 2,3, 4
Normative Annexes A, B, C, D

List of informalive clauses and annexes Foreword, Introduction, Clauses 5, 6

Inlormative Annexes E, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S
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Introductlon

a) General

The comfort of passengers in a railway vehicle is influenced by a number of difierent factors (temperature, noise,
vibration etc). This European Presiandard considers only that part of the comfort influenced by the dynamic
behaviour of the vehicle. This is described as Ride Comforl or as Comfort.
This European Prestandard summadzes the relevant works on the matlsr:

- traking into account, in mandatory form, the effects on Ride comforl for passengers of vibralion exposure
measured on the carbody floor (the simplified method for Mean Cornfort evaluation);

- taking into account, (as recommendation), the vibration exposure measured on the interfaces (the complete
method for Mean Comfort evaluation);

- iaking into account, (as recommendation), the effects on Ride comfort for passengers of:

- discrete events (Comfort on Discrete Events);

- running on curve transitions (Comfort on Curve Transitions).
The standard is published as European Prestandard (ENV), due to

- the lack of expedence in the application of the Mean Comfort measurement and evalualion criteria, based on

UlGleaflet 513, up to now experimentally approved in UlC, both for the normative pad (NJ and for the

informative parl (iV*, rV_);

- the lack of experience in the application ol the recommended P*, Pocomfort indexes, up to now based on the

technical experience in studies and direct tesis given mainly in Great Britain and in indirect tesis performed by
Italy, Germany and SwiEerland.

Railway transport exposes passengers to vibrations related to the dynamic movements of the carbody.

The movements of the carbody transmit their effects to the human body through the following interfaces:

- in lhe standing position:

- floor - feet

- in the seated position:

- headresl - neck

- arm rest - upper arms

- seat - hip

- seat - back

- floor - feet

The type of transmission is whole-body transmission (see 3.4), which acts on the whole body through the
intertaces (see 3.3 ).
The effect produced by the carbody movements considered in this ENV is:

- discomfort (effect on comfort, see 3.2), associated with relatMely low levels of acceleration.

CIher etfects, not included in the standard, are associated with higher acceleration levels:

- health risk effect: physical damage and psychological deterioration.

This ENV applies to passengers in good health.
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b) lncluslons and excluslons

The following table lists the items included or excluded from this ENV:

Table 1

Item included excluded

Effects of movements - on comforl on health

on activities

Transmission - on whole body through interfaces on single body part

on whole surface

Type of vehicles - railway vehicles designed for carrying
passen9ers

- other types of railway vehicles, e.g.
locomotives, f reight wagons

Test procedure - delinitions

- reference system

- requirements

- measurement and evaluation rules

- report rules

- notes or attributes related to service
quality and/or passenger
expectation

- limiting values

Position of passenger - standing

- seated

lying

perlorming specific actions

Type ol measurement indirect measurements

- simplified measurements of Mean
Comfort

- complete measuremenls of Mean
Comfort')

- evaluation of Comfod on Discrete
Events')

- evaluation of Comlort in Curve
Transitions')

direct measurements

combined measurements

') informative
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c) Characterlstlcs of rallway vehlcle movements

The basic typical characteristics, refened to the type of measurement and evaluation, are:

- range of frequencies from O to 2Hz for Gomfod on Curue Transitions and for Discrete Events, from 0,4 to 80 Hz
for Mean Comfort evaluation. For the latter, with a large part in the suFrange:

- O,4 up lo 3,0 Hz in the lateral direction,

- O,4 up to 20 Hz in the vertical direction;

- relatively low level of amplitude:

- different properties, depending on ihe type of evaluation: stationary (Mean Comfort), non-stationary (Discrete

Events), quasi-static (mean lateral acceleration on Discrete Events), dynamic with relevant transient
components (peak-topeak on Discrete Evenls, Comfort on Transitions), highly non-linear (on Curves, on
Discrete Events), linear (Mean Comfort).

d) Rlde comfort for passengers

The Ride comfofi for passengers is the complex sensation, produced on the passenger by the carbody movements
of the railway vehicle, transmitted to the whole body through the interfaces.

This sensation is classified as:

- avenge sensation, based on the vibration applied on a long-time basis (at least some minutes),

- instantaneous sensation: a sudden modiftcation of the average sensation, due to a short-basis event (change of
mean lateral acceleration value, roll movement at significant speed, lateralierk with possible oscillation).

Both the first and the second type of sensation are taken into account in the Mean Comfoil evaluation.
The second type of sensation is taken into account in the Comfort on Curve Transitions and in Gomfort on Discrete
Events.

e) Dlrect and Indlrect measurements

The quantification of Ride comfort for passengers is performed through indirect measurements, i.e. measuring and
post-processing the relevant parameters (see 3.5). CIher types of tests and evaluation, such as direct tests based
on the direct assessment of the perceptions of tested passengers, and combined tests, including both direct and
indirect tesls, are nol quantified in this European Prestiandard.
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0 Slmplllled and complete m@aurements lor Mean Comfort

The indirect measuremenls are classified as simplifted or complete if the measurements are taken respectively on
relevant poinls of lhe carbody floor or also on the interfaces.

g) Summary table ol procedures

The evaluation of Ride comfort for passengers is taken into account in this European Prestandard by:

- normalive procedure for the quantification of Mean Gomfort through indirect simpltfied measurements,
described in the normative part, see 4.1 lo 4.2,

- informative procedure for the quantification of Mean Comfort through indirect complete measurements,

described in the informative part, see Annex E,

- informative procedure for the quantification of Comfort on Curve Transitions through indirect simplified
msasurements, descdbed in the informative part, see Annex K,

- informalive procedure for the quantification of Comfort on Discrele Events through indirect simplified

measurements, described in the informative part, see Annex M.

The use of an informative procedure in addition is appropfiate in situations where ihese aspects are of particular

interest, as for example for the evaluation of behaviour of tilting vehicles running in curves.

Table 2 presents an overview of differeni characteristics for measurement and evaluation procedures.

Table 2

Caractedstics Mean Comfort
simplified

Mean Comfort
complete

Comfort on Curve
Transitions

Comfort on Discrete
Events

Comfort index N
Tv

N
VD

P
CT

P
IE

/v

Procedure normative informative informative informative

Measuring parameler accelerations accelerations lateral acceleration;
rollspeed

lateral acceleration

Measuring position floor floor floor floor

floor and interfaces

A table of possible applications, and the list of conesponding information needed, is given in 6.2.
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1 Scope

This European Prestandard specifies a method for quantifying the effects of carbody movements on Ride comfort
for passengers ('Gomforf)').
The scope of the standard is limited to public railway services; the standard includes railway vehicles designed for
carrying passengers travelling on railway lines, including secondary and suburban lines; this document can be
used as a guide for other railway vehicles, for example locomotives, metros, trams, etc.
The standard applies to passengers in good health.

2 Normative references

This European Prestandard incorporates by dated or undated reference, provisions from other publicalions. These
normative references are cited at lhe appropriate places in the text and the publications are listed hereafter. For
dated references, subseguent amendments to or revisions of any of these publications apply to this European
prestandard only when incorporated in it by amendment or revision. For undated references, the latest edition of
the publication refened to applies.
ISO 2631-1 Mechanical vibration and shock - Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration

- Part 1: General requiremenls
ISO 5348 Mechanical vibration and shock - Mechanical mounting of accelerometers

ISO 8002 Mechanicalvibrations - Land vehicles - Method for reporting measured data

UIC 513 E1 Guidelines for evaluating passenger cornlort in relation to vibration in raihray vehicles -
1st edition O1-O7-94

UIC 518 VE1 Testing and approval of railway vehicles trom the point of view of their dynamic
behaviour - Safety - Track fatigue - Ride qualiV - lst edition 01-07-95

B 153 - np tO') Vibratory comfort Drawing up weighting curves
B 153 - Rp 121 Influence of the low frequency components on the evaluation of comfort
B 153 - Rp 131 Tests on comfort in standing posilion

B 153 - Rp tl) Comfort in seated position

C 1 16 - Rp 3 and Rp 6') Geometry of thE cpntact between wheelset and track - Part 1 : Methods of measurement
and analysis - Parl2: Equivalent conicity values for wheelsets in seMce

3 Deflnltions

For the purpose of this standard, the following definitions apply:

3.1 Passengers

People travelling in a railway vehicle, without specffic activities related to the transporl.

32 Comfofi

This is the complex sensation produced during the application of oscillations and/or inertia forces, via whole-body
transmission (see 3.4) caused by ihe railway vehicle's carbody movements.
ll is defined and msasured through Comfort indexes3) as:

- Mean Comfort a mean feeling, continuously adjusted, as evaluated lhrough measurement following the
procedures indicated in clause 4 and Annexes A, B, C, D for Comfort index N._. and the procedure indicated in

Annexes E, F, G, H for Comfort indices NA, Nw.

') The quantification of Ride Quality and the conesponding evaluation rules will be covered by a separate
European Standard.

'1 To be purchased from: UlC, Direclion G6n6rale, '16, rue Jean Rey, F - 75015 Paris
') The base of the derivation of the comfort indexes is experimental.
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